GO e-Bike
Year 1 Report
Summary

GO e-Bike is a regional
e-bike share offer at different sites
in the South East Scotland region.
SEStran partnered with CoMoUK
to deliver five different schemes in
2018. SEStran directly funded the
scheme with support from Interreg
North Sea Project: SHARE North,
part of the European Regional
Development Fund.
A total of 1,039 recorded
trips have been made since
launching GO e-Bike, 879 have
been made by the Employer
Roadshow and 128 made in
St. Andrews. Recorded trips
are limited to the schemes
with app access, there will
have been many further trips
made in West Lothian and
Buckhaven. In total 414 have
signed-up to GO e-Bike,
326 users have signed up to
using GO e-Bike through the
Employer Roadshow.

The disparity in figures reflects
the select contexts and their
differing scope; there is no
one size fits all approach with
offering access to bikes.
The impact of community
schemes with lower trip and
member figures, have notably
improved accessibility and
reduced van trips with harder
to reach audiences in areas
where social deprivation is
high. The app-enabled offer
at Employers Roadshow and
University of St. Andrews
have achieved objectives of
raising awareness and inciting
behaviour change.

Operational Schemes

Sign-ups

Trips

E-bikes
available

GO e-Bike
Employer Roadshow

326

879

14

GO e-Bike
University of St. Andrews

48

128

12

GO e-Bike
West Lothian

26

32

10

GO e-Bike
Buckhaven

14

N/A

6

Totals:

414

1,039

42

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

Map of GO e-Bike: The map below shows where
e-bikes were located during the projects
University of St Andrews
West Lothian Bike Library
CLEAR Buckhaven
Scottish Government,
St Andrews House
Scottish Government,
Victoria Quay
St John’s Hospital, Livingston
Falkirk Council
Forth Valley Royal Hospital
Sky
West Lothian Council
Service Centre
Sweco
Arup
The project assessed e-bikes
in different contexts to identify
where they can achieve the
following objectives:

•R
 aising the profile of active
travel and e-bikes as viable
components of integrated
transport strategies

• Reduce congestion

• Incite behavioural change

• Improve public health

• Improve social inclusion

• Improve accessibility to
employment, health and
leisure facilities

Gender profile
Across all schemes the gender profile was 68% male and 31%
female. A closer gender balance was seen at the University of
St. Andrews (42% females), this can possibly be explained by
the engagement work with cycle training and a sign-up support
structure. This Highlights the case to strategically support
projects combining both access to bikes with behaviour
change staff support.

What behaviour change was achieved?
The programme has indicated the scope for beneficial modal
shift. Across all projects, riders reported that they were replacing
car trips, with 33% stating they had previously made their GO
e-Bike trip as a daily car journey.

How far was the typical
journey with GO e-Bike?
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Length of trips
The programme has indicated the scope for beneficial modal
shift. Across all projects, riders reported that they were replacing
car trips, with 33% stating they had previously made their GO
e-Bike trip as a daily car journey.
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Why did people choose to participate in GO e-Bike?
107 riders responded to the
survey and gave the following
reasons for participating in the
Go e-bike project (or can we
say for trying an e-bike):
•4
 3% stated it was to make
cycling easier.

•3
 1% stated it was to travel
further or make hillier trips.
•4
 7% stated it was to arrive at
their destination without be
sweaty.
•3
 5% tried an e-bike to
consider purchasing one.

How many people didn’t have access to a bike?
38% of users did not have access to a working bike of any
description, highlighting the case for access to bikes initiatives.
E-bikes are attracting those who haven’t cycled for a year or more,
23% stated the scheme gave them an opportunity to do this.

Sales of e-bikes and bike shop partnerships
The try-before-you-buy offer has been delivering economic
benefits with local businesses. Fourteen e-bike sales have been
recorded through a try-before-you-buy voucher system with local
retailers within the first 6 months, equating to at least £25,000
worth of sales. Developing local partnerships with bike shops has
supported businesses to increase not only sales, but familiarity
of working with e-bikes and providing customer service for a
different product.

GO e-Bike University of St. Andrews

CASE STUDY 01

The scheme soft launched in
June 2018 with a total of 128
trips having been made since.
The Gateway has been the
most well used hub with its 5
bikes going out over 80 times
in the 4 months of operation
The University Health and
Safety department required

users to undergo training with
weekly sessions taking place,
training 47 members of staff.
Of these 28 people have gone
on to rent an e-bike with 12
regular users (more than four
times). The gender split is
roughly equal for training
(23 females and 24 males)
as with usage.

The e-bikes are available on
either a short or long-term
basis, accessed via smart
lock and app technology.
The new campus is now linked
by a 6-km cycle path from
the centre of St Andrews and
only 500m from Leuchars
railway station. The e-bikes
are an alternative to the car

GO e-Bike trips at St. Andrews sites
Sites

Trips

Woodburn Estates
Department

46

The Gateway

82

Totals:

128

Feedback

Context and approach:
In Fife, University of St.
Andrews’s 300 staff have
access to a fleet of twelve
Gazelle e-bikes providing an
alternative travel mode for staff
at the different campus sites
including those moving to the
new Eden Campus which is 4
miles from the centre of town.

Outcomes

to provide that last few miles
of congestion free travel
alongside the A91 which has
13,000 car movements per
day and is the main route into
the town.
After developing a training
programme with an agreement
from the University Health and
Safety department, the first
cyclists were trained on the
18th June 2018. The e-bikes
are stored in Broxap Hangar
style shelters accommodating
five bikes each. The pin access
panel with a code is given
out to staff once they have
completed the sign-up process.

“My activity in the past week is atypical
due to an injury - would normally be >
150mins activity. The e-bike allows me
to get from my office to the University
Sports Centre at lunchtime without
driving - it’s too far to walk in the time
available. I park on the edge of town
in the morning, cycle to the office,
cycle to the Sports Centre and back at
lunchtime and then cycle back to my
car in the evening. I do this 2-4 times
a week (when not injured).”

Map of St. Andrews Hubs: live hubs are
highlighted in blue and orange are hubs in
planning phase
The Gateway
Woodburn estates Department
Leuchars Railway station
Eden Campus

CASE STUDY 01

GO e-Bike Employer Roadshow
CASE STUDY 02

Context and approach:
The Employer Roadshow
provided trials of smart
lock enabled e-bike fleets
at two different employers,
simultaneously, for a minimum
period of 6 weeks. Aiming
for a long-term solution of
employers paying for e-bikes
as part of their business travel
as an alternative to grey fleet,
and offering a try-before-youbuy offer with employees and
local bike retailers.
The 14 fleet of e-bikes consists
of six Raleigh Array e-bikes,
four Raleigh Motus and four
Giant E-bikes.

The e-bikes were available in
the local authority areas of City
of Edinburgh, West Lothian,
Falkirk and Fife.The various
employers who took up the
offer are outlined in the table
below.
E-bikes were free to use by
employees, and users were
engaged through a series
of launch and on-going
events, and through channels
established with employers.
Once signed up, users accessed
the bikes via the App-Bike app
and their individual payment
cards.
Scottish Government,
St Andrews House
Scottish Government,
Victoria Quay
St John’s Hospital, Livingston
Falkirk Council
Forth Valley Royal Hospital
Sky
West Lothian Council
Service Centre
Sweco
Arup

Outcomes:
Seven e-bikes were located at each of the following employers
for 6 weeks, 326 users have signed up to using GO e-Bike with a
total of 879 trips.

Feedback from
Employer Roadshow
GO e-Bike riders
“I would have used this much more if
there had been a station at Falkirk
Community Hospital as well. That
would have allowed me to commute
between the hospitals - which I
currently do 2-3 times / week”

Sites

Trips

Trips

GO e-Bike Employer Pool:
Scottish Government

95

281

GO e-Bike Employer Pool:
West Lothian Council at Whitehill
Service Centre

30

77

GO e-Bike Employer Pool:
St John’s Hospital, Livingston

54

69

GO e-Bike Falkirk College

12

31

GO e-Bike NHS Forth Valley
Royal Hospital

48

145

“Hope it is brought back to Scottish
Government.”

GO e-Bike Sky Livingston

29

59

“Hopeful that they introduce a
permanent scheme now!”

GO e-Bike West Lothian Civic Centre

30

75

GO e-Bike: Sweco

18

98

GO e-Bike: Arup

10

44

Totals:

326

879

GO e-Bike Employer Roadshow

The e-bikes were used for overnight commuting journeys by shift
workers at St John’s Hospital, Livingston and Whitehill Service
Centre, West Lothian Council.
The weather impacted Sky Livingston:
“Great scheme but was launched at start of a long period of poor
weather. Summer would have made more sense.”
“Shame that the weather wasn’t the best at the time these bikes
arrived at Sky, but I would like to see them return and stay.”

There is demand for a permanent
e-bike solution at Scottish
Government:

E-bikes providing a reintroduction to
cycling of standard bikes:
“I used the e-bike almost every day
during the 6 week trial. I have been
inspired to fix my regular bike,
and will make more use of it. I can
imagine using the e-bike when I am
older, to take the edge off. The e-bike
is especially attractive for a longer
journey, or for example when I had to
head to Leith with a return journey
up-hill.”
The scheme has been a catalyst
for people to experience an e-bike
and consider purchasing one. It
was particularly useful for those
recovering from illness or who
have a physical disability:
“The bike improved my mental
wellbeing getting me excited for
meetings as opposed to dreading
them. Also prompted me to go
outside more.”
“E-bikes are excellent for
reintroduction to bikes after illness
and for getting to meetings etc
without being sweaty”

CASE STUDY 02

“The e-bikes exceeded expectations.
It was a pleasure to commute the 5
miles from home to office - the great
weather we had through the 6 weeks
helped. I am seriously considering
purchasing an e-bike for summer
commuting although the costs
remain slightly prohibitive and the
bike to work scheme limit makes it
difficult to specify a decent e-bike”

GO e-Bike West Lothian
CASE STUDY 03

Context and approach:
The West Lothian Bike
Library (WLBL) is a social
enterprise based in Livingston,
the catchment area is the
entirety of West Lothian,
including several areas of
high deprivation according
to Scottish Index of Multiple
Deprivation. The Bike Library
is working in partnership
with West Lothian Council to
help people to get active and
connected through cycling.
The operational approach, as
there is no central hub was to
deliver the e-bikes on loan to
residents in the region. WLBL’s
promotion strategy involved
attending local events West
Lothian College Freshers Day,
Biggar Science Festival & Visit
Scotland Networking Day at
Jupiter Artland.

Promotion was channeled
through the inclusive cycling
project to users who have
mobility issues.
Nine standard e-bikes are
offered on short hire periods
with a try before you buy offer
of £25 for the following hire
periods; e-bikes are available
for the week (Monday – Friday)
or weekend (Saturday-Sunday).
One e-trike opens up the offer
to a wider all-ability audience
and is available on longer term
loan. A referral scheme was
established with PedalPower
Bike Shop, and the Giant
e-bikes which were stocked
there were chosen to offer a
try before you buy offer with a
negotiated 10% discount in lieu
for the promotional work.

Outcomes:
10 e-bikes have been
purchased locally, 3 through
Ride to Work Schemes in
Edinburgh and 1 on the internet
within the first 6 months.

The local retailer has sold 5
bikes since the project started,
3 directly from people who
have had loaned bikes and 2
from NHS staff who have been
using the bikes as part of the
Employer Scheme currently
operating at St John’s Hospital.
A local GP has tried an e-bike
and has been promoting
them to patients with certain
mobility issues.

Feedback from riders
Maureen, who used to cycle
frequently, but lost fitness after
surgery used an e-bike for 3 weeks to
help build up muscle mass. She now
hopes to be able to continue cycling
for many years to come.
“I used the e-bike for two leisure trips
with my husband, it was wonderful
- loved it. I am seriously considering
buying one and using it for local
shopping/library trips as well as
leisure - my husband is a keen cyclist
and I am too slow going up hills to
keep up with him. I got a great kick
out of overtaking him on a steep hill!”
Oliver Cook subsequently purchased
e-bikes for his parents.
““Brilliant scheme. The price makes
this accessible. The support from
David in getting the bikes to the
address was so helpful. The bikes
performed well and I am exploring a
purchase after the hire”

Feedback from Bike Shop
“Hi David, We would like to thank you
for allowing Pedal Power to supply
you with Giant E-Bikes last year. We
received lots of further enquiries and
generated extra sales from people
who firstly tried your hire bikes. A lot
of the customers were people who
without the motor assist wouldn’t
have otherwise been able to cycle so
its great to get more people back on
bikes!”
Thanks again, Garry Nicol,
Shop Manager, Pedal Power

GO e-Bike Buckhaven
CASE STUDY 04

Context and approach:
6 e-bikes are available on loans
mainly for work (occasionally
leisure) activities to the staff
of CLEAR (Community-Led
Environmental Action for
Regeneration) and up to 40
volunteers. Active community
organisation CLEAR is a
deprived former mining
community on the central Fife
coast, part of the Levenmouth
conurbation (37,000) – the
largest settlement in Scotland
with no rail links.
An electric cargo bike is
shared by trained staff to move
tools and produce between
community growing spaces,
orchard and woodland sites
comprising over 10,000 trees.
The e-cargo bikes have freed
up staff resources and provide
a low-carbon alternative to
transport tools and various
produce from the orchards.

CLEAR only has two motor
vehicles and only three staff
with relevant licences and
insurance, this issue is taking
up valuable senior staff time.
CLEAR runs morning and
afternoon sessions with local
volunteers and school groups,
four days a week, with sites
spread out across a 3-mile
radius. Logistics are therefore
present a constant challenge
– for example, transporting
tools or plants or volunteer
refreshments out to the sites,
bringing back harvested
produce or moving it to
another site (e.g. for apple
juicing), visiting local suppliers
and similar.

Outcomes:
The first year has been a period
of familiarisation with the
e-bikes getting used to running
the e-bikes and offering these
to their staff and volunteers.

The following case studies
highlight how e-bikes have
been transformative to the
work of staff and board
members at CLEAR, while
the e-bikes are also shared by
volunteers. Riders note the
benefit of e-assist to overcome
the wind on the coast:

Allen Armstrong, Co-founder and Co-Secretary
Allen is one of the co-founder members of CLEAR and acts as
Co-Secretary, a busy voluntary job which demands around 50
hours work per week. Allen uses the e-bike regularly to nip back
and forward six blocks to the CLEAR Hub for meetings, to meet
the staff and volunteers and to visit and take part in work at the
various sites especially in Methil over two miles away as well as
meetings and events around Levenmouth.
“Having the e-bike here is really helpful in making me more
efficient. If I need to get along to the Hub or on site quickly, I
don’t need to use our own car – which my wife sometimes is
already using – but just jump on the electric bike. It takes most
of the effort out of cycling around the locality, neutralises the
wind factor which can be significant and is always a pleasure.
It just saves a good bit of time. I’m often carrying smaller
items and having the assisted power makes it less burdensome
moving those around too. CLEAR runs a regular bike workshop
and also organises occasional bike runs so we took the - e-bikes
out a couple of times in the better weather and were able to
travel considerably further than usual. We hope to do more of
this next summer”

Feedback
Colin Pentland, Workshop and
Environment Worker
“Colin is now experienced in the use
of the e-cargo bike. “It took me a few
tries before I felt confident cycling it
and adjusting to how to get around
corners. The main sites where I
work are spread around Buckhaven
and occasionally Methil. We have
four lockups in main locations, a
community workshop in another, and
community growing spaces about a
mile and a half apart and the main
Hub where we sign in and out and go
back for lunch.
“I don’t have a driving licence myself
and CLEAR only has a couple of
staff who can drive our two vehicles
so having the e-cargo bike has
been really useful in moving stuff
around between the sites. It’s now
an essential piece of kit, used almost
daily. The longest journey is maybe
2 miles so most are shorter but it’s
just so convenient to carry tools, and
materials around town”
Tanja Franz Growing Manager
Tanja uses an e-bike regularly to
travel between the main CLEAR Hub
in Buckhaven and the Methil and
Buckhaven Community Growing
Spaces.
“I also have to attend a couple of
meetings most weeks, for example
the Menu for Change, working with
other organisations to address
mounting food insecurity. These
meeting take place at Cameron
Hospital a couple of miles away
and slightly uphill. It can be windy
here on the coast. But it’s been so
quick and easy to get along to these
meetings and back and not need
the use of a CLEAR vehicle which
is often not available (and there’s
no convenient bus service). The
other organisations attending these
meetings have been interested in the
e-bike being demonstrated and a few
have enjoyed a sample run.”

Challenges and learning

Sales support
It is recommended individual projects work in partnership with
local bike shops, developing a voucher system to offer a discount
to sign-ups, providing a system to monitor sales.
Local bike shops benefit as in effect GO e-Bike schemes
are offering marketing of the shop’s e-bike products. This
arrangement can also be useful to develop good after sales
support to troubleshoot any issues with batteries and motors.

Battery swap
At the Scottish Government site, demand was higher than
anticipated and a more rigorous charging regime was
subsequently actioned and spare batteries purchased to reduce
e-bike downtime and increase their availability.
University of St. Andrews have noted that a weekly battery swap
is sufficient for current levels of use but has occasionally led to
batteries running out, any increases in usage will need a more
rigorous charging regime.

How to maximise
levels of cycling
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Promotion of the projects
was crucial and West Lothian
Bike Library found the GO
e-Bike banners particularly
effective. 53% of people heard
about the scheme directly
through their employer, the
second most common method
of hearing about GO e-Bike
was e-mail promotion (19%),
word of mouth, posters and
seeing the physical e-bikes
were also recognised for their
promotional effect by sign-ups.

B

Feedback from projects shows
that different people respond
to different measures to signup and start cycling, and
personal support is required
for those who are neither
tech-savvy or confident
riding bikes. Learning from St
Andrews and Employer scheme
underlines the importance of
user engagement beyond the
physical presence of a bike
and an app with significant
results where staff presence
is on hand. To maximise the
social reach of the project, the
cycling ‘fire’ triangle approach
is required, combining access
to bikes with confidence
boosting outreach.

Cycling ‘fire’ triangle figure:
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Age, gender and promotion

INFRASTRUCTURE

Cycle parking and planning permission
Local authority permission is
required to implement visible
and accessible facilities for
people to park the bikes.
Engagement with Council’s
planning and transport teams
needs to be conducted as early
as possible and planned in to
pre-launch phase to ensure
provision is offered at launch.

The Employer Roadshow
invited a conversation with
employers about improving
cycle parking facilities. For
employers it is worth exploring
Cycling Scotland’s Cycle
Friendly Employer’s Scheme
to offer better facilities for
employees.

Theft
To minimise theft, considering
the value of individual e-bikes,
projects purchased appropriate
locks and informed users of
best practice in terms of how
to lock the e-bikes.

The projects have not
experienced theft as a problem.
University of St. Andrews
purchased cycle shelters with
locked access, which has the
added benefit of prolonging
the life of batteries and bikes.

App customer service
The Smart Locks have required
maintenance, needing to
be reset quite frequently
during the launch phase.
Users reported they were
unable to notify App-bike the
service provider of issues.
Users fed back that sign-up
instructions could be improved.
To improve this, in phase two
of the Employer Roadshow
users were provided a quick
reference guide which was
emailed to each user upon
registration.

Users were able to contact
App-Bike by telephone, or
email for support in using the
app or bikes.

“The app didn’t work properly to
lock/unlock the bike during a
hire. The person I spoke to on the
phone was excellent though”

GO e-Bike sign-ups rated the
scheme 8.5/10 as to how likely
they would be to recommend it
to a friend, colleague or family
member.

Corporate membership
The project received feedback from users that they didn’t like
having to provide personal payment cards, a recommendation for
future work is to negotiate a corporate account.

Delayed launches
The first year of launches is always going to be a slower process
with the tasks of gaining land permissions and delays caused
by supply chains from suppliers. The second year of operations
allows schemes to focus on growing their membership and
ridership.

Safety equipment
Hi-visibility jackets and helmets have been deemed off putting by
both users’ feedback and from St. Andrews where this has been
made mandatory due to University Health & Safety policy.

“I didn’t like having to enter my
personal credit card just to access
work transport. If we hire cars for
work journeys and return them
late it doesn’t work like that.”

